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I SALUTE EACH AND EVERYONE OF YOU.
 
This club has existed for 50 years (give or take a year, things are sketchy of the beginning). That 
made me think a lot. I thought about who I’ve met and the things we’ve done. Mostly it leaves me 
with a happy tingly feeling. I get the feeling that those reading this seldom reflect on growing up. It 
seems at club Maluti we are forever young and everything is a potential adventure.

Delving into the 50 years of Club Maluti* has forced me to contemplate the amazing Magic that was 
seeded 50 years ago and how unique an establishment it is. I guess in Europe the concept of a 
winter cabin is not uncommon and years ago a joined property dedicated to the good of many and 
the explorations of nature (I paraphrase our constitution) was not as alien a concept as it is now. 
I’m incredibly privileged to be granted the safe keeping of this little gem, and to have shared it with 
so many people along the way. I am grateful to the many friends I have made because of this club, 
this strange pivotal nexus in the universe that exists because so many before have contributed to it. 
They thought it into existence, they dug and carried, they poured, they nailed and they painted stuff. 
They left more than their footprints behind.** They started Club Maluti. 

Then before you realize 15 years have gone by. We’re all older and this place exists because we 
dig and we paint and we carry and we care. We are the they. Never knowing what next season will 
bring, or how much longer we will benefit off the improvements we made today. This place is now 
so deeply ingrained in my upbringing that it pains me that it is so rare in other people’s existence. 
Then you blink again and we’ve all matured, things have changed… let us count the ways.
Shaun got married, before him there was Graeme, he got married. I mean Kevin has his own kids, 
Robbie’s Married in Dubai. Mike Rassmann married Bronwynn, they made an Alex. Not Alex Retief, 
that Alex is hunting white girls in Central Africa, Dave and Vanessa met at club M and tied the knot. 
Come to think of it so did Natasha and Guy. Paulie got married, (Dirty f@*%ing sing along song Pau-
lie) nope actually Paulie just won a kid in the lotto. Cara and Alison left the country and the Amoreties 
all got married and come up once a season. Mike Hunt is back, also married with kids, Kerry-Lynn 
got married also popped a clone, I remember her letting us know at Woodstock summer festival like 
it was yesterday. Mehow is dating Ashleigh, Peter has Lauren and Calvin likes a gymnast called 
Nadine. Meg and Nolan are in New Zealand.

Blink, Blink. several winters since I joined the club, several years more as chaiman, so much has 
been done built and achieved, the club is finally ready for a hot tub and the it’s very likely that its your 
kids that will eventually be fornicating in it. 

With that culmination of deep thought, I bring your attention to the ever growing in popularity “kids 
week” (Sunday to Wednesday) which will be running for the fourth year this winter. 
There is a lot of great content in this year’s magazine. Take your time to read it, print it, share it if you 
like it. We will be selling hardcopies as memorabilia. Donation price on the cover.
See you on the slopes.
          - Kuba Granicki - chairman 

Musing from the Chairman and editor. Your #1
I was given the privilege of putting together the overdue newsletter. Jaclyn had set a high precident 
on graphics in the previous issues, but could not bring it around this time. I’m thankfull because 
it made me remember how much hardwork goes into this club. Time, sweat and laughter are the 
foundation. But an elite group of individuals commit to running it on behalf of it’s membership. It is 
the tireless hardwork of everyone, from finance through booking all the way to communications. The 
guys behind the scenes doing the maintenance and crazy people involved in planning affordable 
events, parties and adventures. Thank you for keeping club Maluti awesome. In fact I take this mo-
ment to thank my committee*** and every club Maluti committee that came before!



*Shane Hodges Mrs Shane Brassell PI, besotted bride, eager travel companion and loyal partner in crime to the previous chairman 
Shaun Brassel has been delving into our amazing past to catalogue the truth and sort fact from fiction. This will culminate in a hard-
cover book of limited print that we are working towards. If you feel you have a noteworthy story to share or a photograph that belongs 
in the book, please get in touch with her.

**To be part of the club is to leave a part of yourself behind. In many places around the world I find notices asking for you to leave no 
trace but your footprints. That is our attitude when we are hiking in nature but at our premises we encourage you to do something, 
to leave a mark. Sometimes leaving a mark means covering old ones, To keep our membership fees low we maintain the traditions 
started 50 years ago, work parties are still in practice today. Our members contribute with their time and skill. If something bothers 
you we encourage you to fix it. If it squeeks, oil it. If its rickety pull a screwdriver out the shed and tighten it. If you are thirsty make 2 
drinks (one for yourself and one for a friend) If she grumbles, kiss her.  

***Committee is so much more than the few people who agree to have dinner together several times a year.
Its really about people who set plans in motion that are to everybody’s benefit. Like Crara Gough’s LOVE YOUR CLUB campaign that 
culminated this years in the best working bathrooms in club Maluti’s history. It’s Mehow Granicki for his continued clean finance and 
keeping us all in check. It’s Stefan Rassmann or Sebastien Gruber who as vice presidents will ensure meetings take place and that 
permissions are not overstepped. Notably I need to mention Jaclyn Hartmann  who for the longest time has been like a chairlady in 
my shadows. She made it incredibly fun and worth while to carry on with this crazy endevour. Jaclyn is stepping off the committee this 
year so I want to encourage everyone to throw a snowball of love and support at her everytime you see her on the slopes this season. 

I want to add some names not on committee: I want to thank Brecht Hufner and everyother guy who dropped his weekend plans be-
cause we needed their bakkie. I wanted to thank Oliver Schwankhart for everytime a bakkie wasn’t enough and he sent a truck. I want 
to thank the guys who go out of there way to add value knowing they may never reep the full reward. I want to thank Peter Brookstein 
for dedicating many single handed hours of simple unrecognisable genuis and many hours of sometimes menial tasks way below his 
paygrade yet to complicated for us to comprehend. To members that don’t come up but still contribute their membership fee. To old 
members that still get involved. To shaun friend who promised a cash injection for a hot tub while in a hot tub.
To my friends and business parters Mike Rassmann and Alessio Lacovig for overlooking the misspent hours managing club Maluti 
during business time. In addition I want to thank in no particular order. Everyone that’s done a supply run. That’s helped decorate a 
party or plan for one. For submitting an article and sending photos. Thanks for  helping maintain the awesome that is Club Maluti.  

ze sherman is sinking
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CLUB MALUTI IS  CELEBRATING 

50
GLORIOUS YEARS.

WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK EVERYBODY
THAT HAS BEEN PART OF THE

MAGIC, BLOOD, SWEAT AND SNOW.
FOR THE KILOMETERS TRAVELED 

AND THE MEMORIES MADE.

CLUB MALUTI COULD NOT EXIST WITHOUT 
YOUR CONTINUED DEDICATION, LOVE 

AND ENTHUSIASM.
                                    CLUB M COM. 2017!

JOIN US AT THE 50th TO 
FIND OUT WHO TOOK THIS 

PHOTO AND WHEN



SEBASTIEN AND VANESSAS

EXPLODING CAKE PARTY!



CHEESUS AND WINE 
Content and pictures by Natalie Smyth

When someone says cheese and wine I resemble a 
meerkat abruptly sticking his head out of a hole before 
it ventures out for food. So naturally, when my other half 
and I were invited to an event entitled, “Cheesus, stop 
your wining”, schedules were cleared. I liked the name 
of the event too. 

When Friday night arrived, off we went to Greenside, 
bellies empty and a thirst for wine at its peak. Street 
level, Greenside is an array of various restaurants, 
pubs, clubs and street venders, among which lies the 
Artisan, a quaint eatery wedged between two slightly 
larger restaurants. Unsure of what I was walking into, 
my intentions focused on the event’s name sake, I was 
overwhelmed by a group of really rad people. Every-
one introduced themselves, wine was poured and the 
conversations flowed. Following copious servings of 
varying shades of Wolftrap (which happens to be one of 
my favourite wines) I discovered the focus of the event: 
Fundraising for Club Maluti, a snowboarding club based 
in Northern Lesotho. Entrance was R150, which includ-
ed as much wine as one could consume (Yes!) and a 
finger-food dinner. The cheese boards were presented 
in style, with many varieties and flavours and several 
types of crackers. This was just the prequel of what was 
to come. Following the demolishment of said cheese 
platters, came large plates of assorted tapas. This in-
cluded chicken wings, delicious salads and some of the 
best chili poppers I have ever eaten. Everything was 
scrumptious. The staff were very accommodating and 
friendly to this rowdy bunch of folk. The snowboarders 
had pretty much taken over the restaurant and I think 
the Artisan team did a fantastic job in hosting. 

As someone who can’t tell the difference between a 
snowboard and a wakeboard, I assumed my boyfriend 
and I would be strangers and only guests to this team. 
As a shy little nomad, I tended to stick to the people 
I knew and recognized like glue. The snowboarders, 
however, were too friendly to let this happen. I lost my 
boyfriend and found myself laughing at awesome sto-
ries and chatting to some really sublime people. Even 
as their ability to understand my drunken slurring dwin-
dled, I still found myself agreeing to join them on their 
next trip to the slopes. I even had many people offer to 
take on the momentous task of teaching me. Shame. 
Overall, the event was perfectly organized, and I had 
fun. In fact I was quite shocked when it was time to head 
home, but nevertheless, I left with a giant smile, a full 
belly and a budding excitement for the start of a snow-
boarding adventure with a splendid group of people. 



EDITORS NOTE: 

Along with a short article and many pictures of people 

lying on mattresses or boozing in sleeping bags there was 

1 photo of a bike submitted and no photos of the actual 

yoga on the deck. This whole event seems suspicous.



The Yoga/Mountain Bike (MTB) weekend 
This was a multi-activity affair. With a 5-day weekend on offer there was lots of fun to be had.  In 
addition to having two incredible yoga instructors (Tray and Stella) and having access to on open 
T-bar and beautiful tracks for MTB, groups went on various hikes and trail runs. Tracy and Carl 
even took Maskok and Njta’s dog for a walk. A lengthy boozy lunch was enjoyed at Skybar and a 
puzzle challenge went down in the A-frame. Games of trivial pursuit, arsehole and finger goal were 
played until the shepherds’ cows came home! A classic Shaun Brassell sundowner travelling wine 
tasting got people in the mood and Club Maluti held its inaugural Movie Night where Jungle book 
was screened in the A-fame. Of course no trip is complete without sundowners at Government 
House (top of Matlesela hill) and boy is the maluti sky put on a show!



Three lessons learnt from one of the greatest powder weekends in Lesotho.
Author: Maciek Granicki

This was it, Friday morning had finally arrived, and with it some rather exciting and scary news 
“roads closed for the moment we had another 100mm of snowfall last night” was posted on 
the Afriski web site. The WhatsApp group was however not deterred not one little bit, even the 
Green Beret, with his words of caution couldn’t stop us. Snow, real, fresh, god given snow in 
the mountains and only about 4,5 hours away. I’ve read and heard all about this mystical ma-
jestic powder and now it was close, so very close.

Armed with Slick Nick’s Honda CRV all-wheel drive chariot and General Chang’s snow chains 
a boot full of supplies and booze we left “The Vale 1610” around 12 just as the Afriski website 
read “roads open to 4x4’s and all-wheel drive vehicles”. The drive was not much different to all 
the previous trips, as this was Nick’s first trip to Lesotho, and the first time he’d see snow, there 
was that first timer excitement in the car. Seeing the snow-capped mountain tops from some-
where between Warden and Bethlehem highlighted how unique and special this trip actually 
was. A brief debate whether Nipple Hill or Titty Mountain was in fact the correct term, resulted 
in a tie. Amber and Daimion were convinced Titty Mountain it is, was and always will be. After 
what was meant to be a short pit stop at the Bethlehem Nandos turned into find a functioning, 
and not overly busy FNB ATM, did I mention it was pay day Friday? I guess lesson number one 
would be if at first you don’t succeed try, try again, and try again I did. I visited almost all of the 
FNB ATM’s in Bethlehem before Maskok and Ntja’s salary in hand we were on our way again.

-THREE-
LESSONS
-THREE-
LESSONS



Crossing the border and getting through the pass although covered in snow and with only one 
lane open was thankfully uneventful. The General’s chains were installed as we got to Club M’s 
driveway, (alas not in the lighting speed and precision as the recently wed Davo claims he has 
trained Vanessa, but they were on and we were good to go). The evening of high-5’s, eating, 
drinking and general tom foolery ensued, some say the party carried on till the wee hours of 
the morning I can neither confirm nor deny this, as the crew were made of up of Vish, Keren & 
Wesley, Vanessa & Brodie, Vanessa & Davo, The Amoretti brothers, Dean, Briony & Grant, and 
possible one or 2 others, I’ll let you decide what time the music stopped.

Equipped with the chains, getting to the resort while slow (max 40km’s) was without issues, 
the resort was of course blanketed in pure white snow, well most of Lesotho from the pass 
onwards was, however seeing the entire resort covered in snow was truly magical. This brings 
me to lesson number two best described in Tim Cahill’s quote “The sensual caress of waist 
deep cold smoke…glory in snowboarding virgin snow, in being the first to mark the powder with 
the signature of their run.”So yes, back country or off-piste snowboarding was my focus for the 
next five or so hours, the first two runs took a bit of getting used as leaning on the back foot 
was a skill I needed to master, luckily ever helpful Vanessa & Davo were right there showing us 
all how it’s done. I carved many virgin runs both on the left and right hand sides of the slope, 
dropped in from the road from under the Sky Restaurant sign, and snowboarded along the old 
road on the left side of the slope. The quote above describes powder as a sensual caress of 
waist deep cold smoke, because that’s what it feels like snowboarding on it or falling into it, 
having never had the opportunity to snowboard on anything other than the man made slope at 
Afriski this was a mind blowing experience, as something that was already so, amazing had 
just become even better. Unfortunately all good things must come to an end and after an epic 
day with very tired legs and empty stomach (I didn’t bother to eat) we made our way back to 
the Club.

Sunday morning began with lesson number three “no friends on a powder day” we stopped 
at the top of the bowl or old Club M slope, still virgin snow ready for carving, and who pulls 
up next to us, none other than the founding fathers as it were, Oliver Schwankhart, Mariam 
Schwankhart, Graham Joyce and Peter Peyper, after a few pleasantries and group photos 
truer words could not have been spoken – it was a mad dash to the bottom, to be first to lay 
tracks and carve that virgin snow. Graham found a small valley and we went back a for a few 
more runs this time with Lizard, Vanessa & Davo who once again showed us how it’s done, 
popping out of the valley with 180’s or grabs.

And just like that it was over, the feeling of snowboarding on powder will remain with me for a 
very long time, and with it the hope that next year or the year after or maybe the year after that 
the snow will come again, and maybe just maybe I’ll be without friends once again.





Top: Mahlasela pass after the 
storm

Left: Oliver Schwankhart, 
past club Maluti member and 
current Afriski resort Co-owner  
Sporting a giant powder grin.

Bottom: Maciek Granicki final-
ly got his powder cherry wet-
dropping into the bowl.

Photo credits:
Nick Panagopoulos



The Chronicles of Club Maluti, 
Edition 3, Volume 1
It’s ten-seventeen and April Fools nears his head
 
Writing needs a soundtrack, it sets the pace at which the words will flow, pick a track, keep it on 
repeat and soon it begins. Naked & Famous, yes ladies lets punch that dream.
 
It gets real once you’re over the border, you smile as the sound of the stamp smacks your page. 
Thank you, have a goodnight. Why am I here? I’ve come to ride. No sir, I don’t have any alcohol. 
Yes I will drive carefully and we’ll see you Sunday. Oh you don’t work Sundays. Yeah neither do 
we.
 
The stamp echoes the fives you will slap as everyone walks in through the door of Club M. It’s 
often dark when everyone is on their way. Turn the headlights off and you’ll realise how many stars 
there really are. The air smells different. There is a slight chill as everyone watches the tempera-
ture drop. Maybe this weekend will be cold enough? Maybe it will snow?
 
So you park at the first turnoff, grabbing those cold ones you stashed in the sleeping bag. Some-
one takes a leak, another lights a cigarette, another shouts come on let’s get up there already, a 
couple kisses and then smiles. That’s the point where everything is left behind, work, loved ones, 
incomplete graft & unsent emails. People breath deeper, they’ve left it all behind.
 
Back in the car you focus on the now, a beer, good tunes and a familiar drive to one of the world’s 
greatest secrets. You feel better, you feel like you’re doing something amazing with your time and 
for that little second you actually feel free. You smile and think, this is going to be a great weekend
 
The tunes are banging. The beers are great. You open the window to check what minus two actu-
ally feels like. The crew sings along to some indie tune from a new snowboarding film. Everyone 
talks shit, nothing is serious. All is permitted. Life is great.
 
You pass some villages, the road bends and twists. You stop and get out checking for ice on the 
waterfall. You feel something falling, a gentle touch, a cold kiss, a familiar love. You open your 
palm and catch it, hello snow. You smile and think, this is going to be a great weekend
 
So the rush starts, into the cars and up into the darkness we go. Bring on the snow we shout, bring 
on the weekend. You dodge some potholes and hear the river passing you, the snow is falling. The 
stars have gone to sleep.
 
Finally the painted stone and the road is still clear. The lights are on and the smoke is in the air. 
You’re greeted by familiar voices of the caretakers.
 
So you unpack, claim a bed, crack a beer and someone rolls their own while you sit watching for 
headlights.
Smiling you think, this is going to be a great weekend indeed.

       
Written by: Michal Granicki
at the begiining of the 3rd age



Vanessa Phillips (nee Jackson) and Dave Phillips love snowboarding so much so that they invent-
ed a snowboarding trip in Japan to get engaged and for their honeymoon invited all their friends to 
experience Bulgaria. 
 
This love affair started with Van in about 2002 when she went to Germany to look after some brats 
(bratwurscht?). She went snowboarding with some Germans, fell in love with it and passed on the 
FOMO to her perpetually 19 year old brother. 
 
The siblings attached themselves to a group of Freemantle brothers (and later sister) that were 
planning a trip to Heavenly ski resort in California/ Nevada. Many funs were had by the new 
friends. The crew jolled in this magical ski town for three consecutive seasons starting in Decem-
ber 2004 until April 2007. The interesting part of this is that none of us had ever been to a WITS 
ski club party even though we had signed up in first year (the promise of a good time was a great 
marketing strategy). This crew decided to embark on a journey to Lesotho as an independent crew 
and stay in a B&B in Butha Butha. Funny! We were met on the slopes by Klaus Lammers, Mark 
Dalton and Kuba. We had girls and they had accommodation (nothing has changed). This was the 
first introduction that we had had to Club Maluti. 
 
Club Maluti has been a part of our lives for the past 10 years. 
 
I remember the old deck. It was fixed with skis. It turned a certain Freemantle from vertical to hori-
zontal one time. The following summer I installed a new deck single handedly, it is still in operation 
today. I mention the deck because it is a significant element of our enjoyment.
 
There have been so many adventures in the past 10 years. Multiple scrapings and paintings. The 
Jaguar plank in the kitchen, find it. The New lounge that replaced the elevator that was turned into 
a chair, fancy lights that are the envy of all, the fridge that is lank professioneil. 
 
Do you remember jumping into the gorge? 
Have you ever been fishing? 
I hear that the yoga and mountain biking is radical.
Can we have a hot tub? 
Do you have an idea for an event that you want to create? It can be private, it is your club. 
Have you ever replaced any of the chimneys or painted a cock in an appropriate place? 
How much super fast magical concrete have you mixed so that your beer doesn't get lonely? 
 
What I hope for the club it to rekindle some of the memories and adventures over the past 50 
years for old and new members in the same special way that I am still experiencing it.
 
Let’s go back. Dave and Van love snowboarding. We love snowboarding. We love snow. We love 
each other. Let’s play. 
 
Editors note. This email was attached to a late submitted advert. It may not have been an intended contribution, but we 
had a free page 

A pre weekend, 
post jolly rambling!



Accomodations includes: 
*  Luxury full length ergonomic sleeping bunk
*  Access to hot steamy showers flowing with alpine water
*  Odourless fully refurbished anthracite central heating systems
* Tanning/yoga/sunset/drinking/meditation deck
* Unobstructed 360 panoramic views
* Unlimited access to our rivers, waterfalls and community hiking trails
* Secure Parking
* Passive conduction fridge(cool your drinks with zero carbon emmision)
* Deluxe cooking facilities with full crockery and cutlery compliments
 (on demand gas burners, jafal irons and beermugs) 

Annual Membership fees        R400 

Winter rate (members)       R190
Winter rate non/member      R250

Summer rate (members)         R110
Summer rate non/member      R150



Tour de Malut

The SA-Lesotho border: all you need in terms of paper-
work is your SA passport (valid for 6 months). I had my 
car registration papers and insurance papers in case, but I 
wasn’t asked. Very easy border – no worries with bribes / 
money-takers / any of the usual African border chaos. What 
a pleasure!

Friday

I joined the Route De Malute at extremely late no-
tice. Brass gave me a heads up two days before 
we were due to leave. I decided the night before to 
join, and woke up early on the Friday to pack and 
shop for some food before work. As it turns out, 
this was a very good move.I managed to duck out 
of the office just in time to hit the lunchtime traffic 
heading out of Joburg. After some slight delays, 
I gunned it out of the city and managed to catch 
up to Fish & Kim at the much-necessary Steers 
lunch break just past the Vaal.

From here it was a straight shot to the border, on 
some fantastic roads. Even with a twenty minute 
stop-and-go delay, we were making great time, 
and it looked like we’d be able to join up with the 
rest of the crew at Semonkong for sundowners.

Turns out, I’d underestimated Lesotho, and we 
hadn’t even crossed the border yet!

Author and Photo credits: Levon Rivers



Our mini-convoy of two arrived at the Maseru border and 
ran smack into a long line of cars waiting to get into the 
capital. After an hour of waiting to get to the actual bor-
der, the admin and paperwork to get into the country 
was dealt with rather quickly, and we pushed on into the 
mad rush of Maseru traffic. Our mission: petrol, ice, and 
wood. Petrol was dealt with quickly, but ice and wood 
turned out to be another matter entirely. We managed to 
get directed to a Chinese liquor store which apparently 
had ice on offer. The shop was in a state of chaos as the 
petite Chinese shop owner shouted loudly and hysteri-
cally at some of the locals over an alleged price dispute. 
She continued to scream at the poor men whilst simulta-
neously providing us change for our ice purchase (and 
never skipping a beat in her mix what we assumed was 
Basotho and Mandarin). With that experience behind us 
we decided to skip on the search for wood until we got 
closer to Semonkong.
We headed out of town on the beautiful Lesotho roads, 
and followed the GPS into the heart of the country, with 
the setting sun keeping us company on our right. Before 
long we decided it was time to stop for some sundown-
ers, and found a great spot near a beautiful and rather 
unexpected church. After our celebratory drink with the 
setting sun, we headed out again in high spirits – accord-
ing to the GPS we were only 50km from Semonkong!

A few minutes later, I started to get a bad feeling. A few 
more minutes confirmed it: the GPS was confused and 
sending us in the wrong direction. After consulting the 
map with Fish, we decided to double back to a gravel 
track we had seen a few kilometres past, which looked 
like a straight shot to Semonkong. This was our first mis-
take. The gravel track took us into the mountains – at 
night – on a 35km 4x4 ‘shortcut’! Fantastic for me in my 
Toyota Fortuner, not so fantastic for Fish and Kim in a 
soon-to-be battered Ford Fiesta. We spent the next two 
hours in pitch darkness, our headlights showing some 
of the craziest roads I’ve had to deal with (particularly at 
night). We looped our way up the first mountain, along 
the neck and past multiple villages hidden in the dark-
ness.

We were now far behind schedule, and had definitely missed din-
ner. I no longer trusted the GPS in terms of our ETA, but I knew the 
direction we had to go: south-east. The Lesotho roads are fantas-
tic, but it is still a hair-raising drive at night, with rockfalls and cows 
around any of the twisty corners or rises. Stranger still was reaching 
the top of a large mountain pass, and having my headlights pick up 
the entirety of a village having a party in the darkness, and in the 
middle of the road!

Main Image: The single drop 206m high waterfall.
Bottom right: The brave gang that conquered the 206m abseil.



 I decided not to point out the graves I spotted to the other car. We 
stopped about an hour in to fortify our spirits (and laugh nervous-
ly about this being how most horror movies start). At this point 
I noticed the GPS showing us that we were next to the start of 
the legendary ‘Roof of Africa’ motorbike endurance event. And we 
were driving this in a Fiesta – madness! I took the opportunity to 
grab some amazing shots of the Milky Way sprayed above us in 
the black. Pushing on, we managed to make it down the other 
side of the mountain with a lot of scraping and wheel spinning 
from Kim’s poor Fiesta. I confess to jumping with joy as we hit the 
tarmac again!

We finally managed to make it to Semonkong, and threaded our 
way through the village to Semonkong Lodge to join the party. Un-
fortunately, most of the party had already gone to bed! Lucky for 
us, they had saved us some pregos from the braai. After a quick 
late dinner, we took a walk up the hill to check out the rising full 
moon (noticing quickly how high up we were – the slight exertion 
of climbing the hill left us out of breath). We toasted the night 
with a few Guinness (Praise the Irish:  I’d remembered it was St 
Paddys day!) and hit the sack, ready for our early start and our 
abseiling lesson. Next up: Semonkong Gorge!





Saturday

Fish, Kim & I got up around sunrise for our abseil training. The night had been cold, and I was frozen 
solid. The good news was that the showers were boiling hot with great water pressure! The combo of 
this and a quick breakfast had us ready for our training. We headed up the hill near the campsite, and 
summarily got introduced to the basics of high height abseiling. Basically: hang on and try let the rope 
out slowly! Our instructors guided us through two test runs each, and pronounced us ready for the real 
thing. We did not feel at ease at this point!
By now, the rest of the group was up and running, and we got ready to head out to the gorge. We were 
separated into two groups and loaded into some ramshackle 4x4s. A rough twenty minute ride later, and 
we arrived at the top of the gorge. Whilst our guides loaded the equipment onto a donkey, we walked to 
the edge of the gorge to look across at the waterfall.
Round about here is where it really sinks in. We were about to do the biggest commercially run abseil in 
the world (as proved by the Guinness Book of World Records!). The Maletsunyane Falls are one of the 
highest single drop waterfalls in the Southern Hemisphere, and the abseil runs just to the left of the falls.
All 204m of it. With the group now pumped and scared shitless, we followed our guides and hiked around 
to the top of the abseil.
Deciding that it was best to get it over with quickly (or to use the rope before the guys snapped it) the girls 
went first. Big kudos to them, as this is no small feat! Kim went first, followed by Kelly, Claire and Shane. I 
could feel my anxiety mounting: I was up next. Before I could really think about it, the guides had hooked 
me up, my Gopro was running, and I was stepping back to the edge of the gorge. Round about here, my 
feet decided that I no longer had control of my mind, and rapelled against stepping back to what would 
obviously be a long and horrible fall to my death! The guides are used to this I assume, and did a great 
job of coaxing me over the edge and past the point of no return. I focused on dropping a step at a time, 
until finally I couldn’t hold out: I had to look down.
I swung out from the rock and looked down. Two hundred metres straight down, into a crashing waterfall. 
I was blown away – the scale of the waterfall and the gorge take your breath away, and for a while you 
forget that you are suspended by a rope over nothing but space. That soon seeps back in, and I spent 
the next few minutes on a crazy adrenaline high whilst dropping into the gorge and taking it all in. It is 
a feeling I won’t soon forget – pushing out away from the rock into space, whilst the blowback from the 
waterfall next to you soaks in. Amazing!
Far sooner than I would have imagined, I realised I was near the bottom. The guide congratulated me, 
and I realised I’d made it – I was now one of the less than 4000 people that have completed the highest 
commercial abseil in the world!
I made my way up to the group to grab a much welcome drink from the guides. I spent the rest of the 
time, whilst the rest of the guys were making their way down, trying to get some epic footage of them with 
my new drone. Unfortunately the drone felt it was still in JHB and that I had reached my altitude limit, so 
I didn’t have the best of luck there! The rest of the group made it down safe. Big congrats in particular to 
Alessio, who didn’t let his fear of heights stop him from accomplishing this grand feat!
Unfortunately, what goes down must come up – and we now had to trek up out of the gorge. This would 
be tough under normal conditions, but when you’re at such a high altitude, this becomes even harder. 
But we toughed it out and hiked out of the gorge (taking in the beautiful views as we did). The bakkies 
picked us up, and we made it safely back to the lodge.

Semonkeng Lodge camping: great spot – the campsite is 
beautiful, right next to the river. The amenities are adequate 
– firewood and ice readily available, really great showers but 
there aren’t many bathrooms which can be an issue. If you 
need it there is also a pub/restaurant and kitchen facilities. 
The prices are a bit steep for food and drinks, but otherwise 
great.



Whilst the rest of the group had a snooze, Fish, Kim and I headed to the bar for a well-earned Maluti 
and some food. We met up with two great American doctors who would be joining us on our next 
adventure that evening. 
Another adventure? What could top that crazy abseil? Well how about a donkey pub crawl through 
Semonkong Village! In true Brassel style, no party is complete without some form of fancy dress 
– luckily he had a few spare hats for myself and the Americans. We were loaded up onto our don-
keys, and before we could have second thoughts, they all made a break for the nearest shebeen! 
I honestly don’t think I stopped laughing for the next few hours – this was such a great and unique 
experience. My steed took an immediate dislike to Pete’s donkey, and spent the entire trip ensuring 
Pete didn’t get ahead of us (even if we both ended up at the back of the pack!) We made it to the 
first pitstop with no major incidents, and picked up our first round of Maluti quarts. The locals were 
nothing but welcoming, and we had a great time chatting and drinking. All too quickly, it was time to 
mount our donkeys and head off to the next tavern, where the owner had a somewhat incongruous 
penchant for old R&B love songs. Interesting times. Well on our way to drunkenness, we stopped at 
our final bar for the night. Things began to get crazy. I have recollections of getting our guides drunk, 
an extremely loud jukebox system, arm-wrestling competitions, as well as winning a couple of pool 
games. Maluti really is a great beer.
Darkness had now fallen, but that didn’t stop our intrepid steeds from hurtling down a hill my 4x4 
had trouble getting down! We managed to make it back to the Lodge without major injuries (Seb did 
end up losing a shoe though). Dinner was waiting for us – lamb shank for me! We exchanged some 
shooters with some of the other guests, and started prepping for a great party. At about this point, 
our American friends decided they had had enough, and headed to bed. I think we’d given them a 
taste of a crazy South African party and scared the hell out of them! Some more of our crew had 
arrived just before dinner, and felt that the fastest way for them to catch up to the rest of the crowd 
was through shooters and Amarula. The night continued in this fashion until I snuck off to bed – ninja 
bombs for the win.  



Support Our tree planting 
initiative.

We’re planting more 
trees for future

 generations

Currently spring planting 
is scheduled for 

7 September 2017

Get involved for your kids. 
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LAST  SUMMER?



BUMPER PULL OUT POSTER 



Sunday 

I woke up around sunrise after a much warmer night than the previous. After another great shower I 
quickly sorted the car out, packed up, and was ready for the next leg of the trip. I didn’t realise how 
early I had gotten up, so I now had the luxury of relaxing at our idyllic campsite. I spent the next while 
lounging next to the stream with Jeff, reading, and photographing the swans and fly fishermen that 
passed us on our bend of the stream. Highly recommended start to the morning – far calmer than 
jumping off a mountain!
We headed out in convoy from Semonkong at around ten, with the non-4x4’s going up the hill first in 
case of complications. We had a twisty route to Katse Dam, going all the way back to Maseru. As the 
crow flies, Katse Dam is not far from Semonkong, but we knew that we had to follow an eight-hour 
route to get there via the road system. 
Luckily, this meant that I now got to experience the road and sights that I had missed on our night 
drive in. I’d picked up a new passenger in the Fortuner, and Pete kept me entertained with crazy 
stories of his previous jobs. I think we also came up with a few billion dollar businesses (watch this 
space). We made it back to Maseru along the beautiful roads with no fuss, and stopped just outside 
town at a convenient roadside dam for a quick bite to eat.

The Roads: the roads in Lesotho are great, but the gradient is a killer. Literally. 
Remember to engine brake as much as possible, and if you feel your brakes getting 
spongy, pull off and let them cool off for a bit – far better than reaching a sharp 
corner and finding out you have no brakes!



We continued on our way toward Katse Dam up one of the most fantastic mountain passes I’ve 
ever driven. I can only imagine how epic it would be to come here in a proper rear-wheel drive su-
percar! The Fortuner made short work of the climb, and with multiple photo stops, we reached the 
top of the pass. Carl was running into some trouble with the coolant on his car, so we stopped to 
top it up. A group of inebriated local party animals stood by, taking photos and offering sage advice.
It was (mostly) downhill from here, and we wound down the valley towards Katse Dam. We again 
had multiple photo stops which we couldn’t pass up, and continued around the sweeping bends to 
the dam, managing to get to the campsite just as the sun was setting.
We quickly set up camp so we could get to our sundowners, and enjoyed the deepening of the co-
lours over the beautiful Katse Dam. As the sun set, a lightning storm rolled in behind us, but luckily 
it never materialised into a rain shower. For dinner, Shaun and the guys made some epic pasta – 
which we followed up with a drink or two whilst I shot some startrails and timelapses. Fantastic day.

Katse Dam campsite: 10/10 for the view – amazing stuff! The 
ablutions are fine, and there are kitchen facilities if you need it. 
Ice was available from the nearby bar, but no firewood. There 
isn’t a lot of space so you are close to your fellow campers.





Monday

I woke up just after sunrise on Monday morning – all I had to do was unzip my tent and snooze as 
the sun rose over Katse Dam in front of me – definitely the right way to start your day!
Today we were heading off on a tour of Katse Dam. We embarked after some breakfast, and made 
our way to the info centre for our R10 tour. I was amazed at how full the tour was – I’d estimate 
around 70 people, quite good for a Monday (even on a long weekend!).
The tour started with a talk on the history of the Lesotho Highlands Water Project, and we then head-
ed off to the base of the dam to gain access to the dam wall. We were supplied with helmets and 
led into the dam wall itself. It’s a crazy feeling, looking up at almost 200 metres of curved concrete 
above your head and stepping inside! We wandered around this concrete behemoth and marvelled 
at the amazing engineering – totally worth seeing. The tour ends with a drive over the top of the dam, 
where your fear of heights can kick in again. I took the opportunity to fly my drone – 500m up over 
the dam for some killer footage! Luckily the security guards were more curious than worried about 
that!
We headed back to camp to resupply, and after a bit of rest, we were off again to meet up with our 
boat for a booze cruise on the dam. The cruise was just the relaxation we needed – calm, comfort-
able, with great food, drinks, and conversation. The views are spectacular, and it ended off with a trip 
to an island for a dunk in the dam. The water is quite chilly but totally worth it (except for Kuba, who 
decided to spend the majority of the time suntanning and contemplating life!) The drone came out 
again here and we got some more great footage (I’ll share the vid soon, promise). After some more 
relaxing, we headed back to shore, and back to the camp to start the potjie.
The girls were running the show tonight, and got stuff rolling while the rest of us got our sundowners 
ready. A fines meeting seemed the appropriate way to end off the trip (and start the party off). We 
drank a large percentage of the last of the drinks whilst the potjie was cooking – and it was totally 
worth the wait! We managed to finish off two large potjie pots amongst the group – no easy feat. We 
finished the night off with some Imploding Kittens, and some chill time watching the moon rise, then 
headed to bed.





The Wits Snow Ski Club’s Winter Trip 2016 was a success once again! With fewer 
people able to attend it was a concern that it would not be on par with the Winter Trips 
we’ve become used to. 

Fortunately, with 22 people at Club Maluti over the course of a week it’s always bound 
to be a great time! We had 9 people starting out at snowboarding who managed to 
make significant and impressive progress over the week (both in their drinking capa-
bility as well as the snowboarding). The snow conditions as all are aware were fantas-
tic this year and those of us that could were able to experience snowboarding on fresh 
powder (and the struggle of getting up after disappearing when you bail). 

Overall the time spent allowed the group to get to know each other better (some a little 
better than others ;P), and honing our snowboarding whilst hungover skills. It’s always 
a privilege to be able to show new people the home away from home that is Club M 
and to see them grow to love it as we all do. 

Here’s to the SNOW!

Daimion Flude
WSSC President 2016

HERES TO
THE SNOW





SNAPBACKS & SNEAKERS
The Snapbacks and Sneakers Party was held at trusty Wits Ski Club on 7 May 2016 to kick off the 
snow season. Once those in the upper end of the age bracket had figured out that a Snapback was 
indeed a peak hat and not those snap bracelets that were popular in the early 90s, everyone was 
excited to attend.  Those a little less in-tune with street fashion searched their cupboards frantically 
for sneakers and a make-do snapback while preparing their livers for the onslaught. Rehydrate was 
left strategically on beds while Prohep was popped. The Hoff provided some epic Gluwein and sick-
ly sweet snowmaker deliciousness, while the Witsies made sure beer and shooters streamed like 
Kuba’s dream girl. 

The highlight of the night was Jaclyn giving away the awesome prizes from the raffle including, 1 x 
full body composition analysis and dietician consult including an eating plan (worth R1200), 2 x voo-
doo t-shirts, 4 x Jozi X passes, 2 x Secret Sunrises tickets, 1 x flight with The Hoff, 1 x Afriski Season 
Pass, 1 x beginner ski lesson at Avalanche. The raffle raised R3000 for the club which is better than 
a kick in the arse and will most definitely be put to good use. 



JOIN US THIS SUMMER
TO PLANT TREES

.
THIS WILL BE
 A LEGENDARY 
UNDERTAKING 



A Non-Member’s View of Club Maluti 
 Contribution by Ken Fullerton

My relationship with Club Maluti people started at the Jolly Roger pub in Parkhurst, Johannesburg. 
As a new resident to South Africa, and Johannesburg in particular, I was fortunate enough to ran-
domly meet members of Club Maluti one Wednesday night over half price pizza and a few beers. 
I was lucky enough to be told of the apparent amazing skiing and snowboarding experiences on 
offer in Lesotho. After a few weeks of frequenting the Jolly I consider myself luckier to have em-
braced by the Club Maluti members and invited to join them on a trip to the mountains. 

Growing up in sunny Australia, and not coming from a winter family, I had personally never thought 
that my first winter snowboarding trip would take place in Lesotho, let alone on the African con-
tinent. However, I was amazed! While I was fortunate that the snow that year in 2013 ‘dumped 
down’ that year and was considered even ‘epic’ even for the regular Maluti mountain goers they 
enjoyed it. After a few tries on the beginner slopes, using a borrowed snowboard and wearing 
jeans, a jumper and a hoody on top and was basically completely unprepared.

 After gaining some ‘Dutch Courage’, thanks to many local Maluti beers, I ventured my way to the 
top of the main slope (on my second or third go of trying to catch the ski lift) and to get myself 
steady and ready to venture down the 1km slope. A 3,2,1 countdown from some of the more expe-
rienced Club Maluti members set me on my way, and some history as a skateboarder as a youth, 
I managed to make some turns, fall on my arse a lot, somehow get back up (with encouragement 
with Club Maluti people who were following me down the slope), fall back down and then eventual-
ly make it successfully to the bottom. After that, I was ready for another cold Maluti beer and then 
kept venturing up to the top, despite my limited snowboarding skills. I’ve been fortunate enough to 
have invited back a further two times including for the annual Christmas in July party. 

I think Lesotho is an incredible country which needs to be experienced by many more people. 
Again, who would have thought that I could go snowboarding for the first time in my life on the 
African continent? However, what really makes the experience worthwhile is the people who have 
put so much voluntary effort, time and work into making Club Maluti the success it is today and for 
creating such a close-knit and welcoming spirit. Even though I’m not a member of Club Maluti, I 
hope to be back many more times in the future! Long may it be continue!



Tuesday:

Unfortunately, all travels have to come to an end. We woke 
up on our last day to a bit of a despondent pack. We were 
in no rush to leave, so a leisurely breakfast seemed in 
order. We then made good time back to Hlotse. As I said 
before, the mountains and roads are great – but I could 
feel my brakes were a bit spongy by the time we hit the 
bottom of the pass! Lesotho had one more surprise for 
us, as we saw a pack of mules (test cars) in town – most 
probably there to do some high altitude testing. Definitely 
the right place for it! We headed to the Caledonspoort 
border which was an absolute pleasure – on the Lesotho 
side it’s a drive-through border, you don’t even need to 
get out the car!





My Maluti Time Capsule                                                                                   Author: Justine Nel

 
After a night time drive up the pass as I had done so many times before, we finally arrived at Club 
Maluti. It looked exactly as I remembered, except with a green coat of paint and a stop street which 
was pretty epic. I soon found out the A frame had been extended and the bathrooms upgraded. 
We had arrived at a work party in shitty weather but I was in the mountains and absolutely glowing 
with excitement to see the scenery the next morning. As is the norm, everyone booked their beds, 
music turned on and drinks were soon in hand. Side note...The mattresses in the B frame looked 
identical to those I slept on a decade ago, patterns and all (although I was assured they only 5 years 
old). I cringed as I remembered leaving my single fitted sheet at home.  
As I was sitting around the table in the A frame I remembered arriving at ski club when Mehow was 
Chairman and soon after Calvin took over. Peter and Seb were always around getting up to some 
sort of mischief and well Kuba has always been Kuba. To see these boys almost 10 years later at 
Club Maluti was like being in my very own time capsule.  Although 10 years had passed in many 
moments like this it felt like I was still 24.
As expected we woke up the next morning to rain and cold weather. Not the most motivating to work 
in. A few of us headed off to Arfiski to fetch some metal cages and grids. I jumped on that boat since 
it had been ages since I’d seen the resort. A lot had been built up including the Gondola Cafe which 
looked insane (Big ups to AOJ). 
Arriving back the bathrooms were being painted, chimneys removed and solar panels prepped for 
the A frame roof. The bar fridge in the new extension was removed. Big, deep holes dug just below 
to insert steel frames and the solar panels were then put up. A lot was done especially considering 
the dodgy weather. 
Later we took some time to connect with nature and each other. What a beautifully insane evening. 
I learnt a lot that night, mainly that;

It’s completely possible to have a gourmet burger in the middle of the Maluti mountains (this experi-
ence can literally bring you to tears). Neil Jackson hates being told what to do and loves saying “this 
is not a democracy!” Or “this is a democracy!” dependent on how the situation benefits him.
Neil Freemantle has no clue how to play card games. It’s possible Neil and Neil are Soul mates 
or Superheroes (not too sure which one yet) There is such a thing as sloughing skin (pronounced 
“sluffing”), look it up if you ever get a burn that doesn’t want to heal. Maskok and Intcha have not 
aged. Also, I ate more mushrooms than everyone else. 

Sunday morning the weather was the worst it had been. Continuous rain. A supply run went out after 
breakfast. More big deep holes were dug to put in more steel frames to create shelter, a steel roof 
sheet was replaced over the kitchen in the A frame and the bathroom was still being worked on.  
I started to understand why the club looks so good and how it’s possible for me to have an experi-
ence like this in the middle of the Maluti mountains. There is something heart-warming about know-
ing that almost anything I did was made available to me because at some point a group of people 
had come up on a “work party” and made it possible.
 
A magical place with magical people and I can’t wait to do it again. 



MASKOKS CLEANING SERVICE
no contract, just pay as you need.

R15 A NIGHT P/P
don’t be a dick, leave the tip!

On behalf of herself, Ntja and the extended family, Mama Skok would like to thank 
Club Maluti for the continued relationship and support. Our symbiotic relationship 
has lead to Maskok and Ntja retiring from village life and residing at club M as 
full time caretakers. They are sallaried staff and rely on your ongoing patronage 
to club Maluti and the Lesotho region. If you would like to assist further or donate 
outgrown clothing please contact clubM.



ONLY 20
 Limited Edition caps 

left! Price R200 
email us at 

bookings@clubmaluti.co.za 

to secure your 

order before they’re 
all gone!
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We caught up with Sebastien Gruber aka Seb 5000 at the cover shoot for 
this mega edition of the Piste Again Rolling Snow Magazine. 

The previous maintenance legend recently took on the honourable position 
of vice chairman in 2016, and husband in early 2017. That’s right ladies he is 
eligible bachelor no more. When not perfecting his signature tongue smile 
he is busy meditating, reading, analysing, scheming, making love to his wife 
or hanging out with his mates. He strives to maintain a healthy work life bal-
ance and recommends this as a key principal to happiness.

This season he plans to bringing back the sexy rock star guyliner look – 
And shares his 5 tips for luscious smokey lashes:

1. First, buy a black eyeliner – no brown, no blue – it needs to be black!
2. Make sure that your eye/guyliner comes equipped with a foam   
 smudger on the end. Guyliner especially, is all about the smudge   
 factor – you don’t want a stark black line, you want the smeared,   
 sultry look.
3. Apply a thin line all around your eye as close to the lash line as you  
 can. Make this line as thin or as thick as you feel comfortable. (Some  
 guys really only need the bottom lash line – experimentation is key!)
4. Then, with the foam tip, smudge the guyliner, blending it into a smoky  
 haze that makes your eyes pop. No need to be overly obvious gen 
 tlemen (or ladies) – sometimes subtlety is more dramatic.
5. When you apply mascara, wiggle the wand from side to side as   
 you work your way from the root of your lashes to their tips. This   
 will deposit a thicker coat of mascara on your lashes. To make eyes
 look more open and awake, apply mascara only to the top lashes.

Self expression is one of the few freedoms we have left. Don’t let society 
dictate what is cool for you. Be kind to your body and honest with your 
soul, and the rest will flow into place!
        - Seb 5000 -

HAVE YOU BEEN TO THE FUTURE AND BACK? THEN WHY ARE YOU 





THEBUZZZzzzzzzzzz RACES     (what was all the buzz about?)
Author: Nadine Cronk.       Photo credits: Lauri-Leah Momberg

So…can you think of something more awkward than a girl going into a sex shop, putting 6 dildos on 
the till counter and asking for THAT bottle of lube from the shelf above? You could probably think of 
a few things, but that’s only because it’s likely to be something you never have or never intend on 
experiencing. I have never been that excited and embarrassed at the same time. I cannot deny nor 
confirm whether I was intrigued by what the salesman must have been thinking. Well, that is exactly 
how it went down in preparing to bring you this years’ Après-Ski party. We called them members, 
racers, stick-shifts and pricks; this year we finally brought you the titillating BUZZ RACERS, held at 
The Wits Snow Ski Club. 

 
What could have been more entertaining than watching a bunch of adults screaming in support of 
shiny purple dildos racing down a kitted out race table? It was most definitely the fact that the same 
adults formed syndicates and PAID to make it happen! The inaugural vibrator races were a HUGE 
success! Auctioned off by the dashing and punny Davo and Hoff, our lovely DILDO DOLLIE’S – and 
Vish – did a great job and displaying Dildo Baggins, Sexcalibur, Faleish’s Five-Dollar Footlong and 
the Purple-pleasured quiver bone to name a few ;) pricks were eventually pimped out,  and the 
winning wangs walked away with cash prizes..because in some cases, it pays to come first! It is 
important to note that post race use was not advised :P 

Not only did we get to enjoy a great period of vibrating entertainment, jams in the form of mixed 
music generations, and delectable boerewors rolls served on site;  but where else can you get as 
traditionally hammered other than at le Club du Ski? The fully stocked bar run by a number of volun-
teer bartenders was cheap and efficient enough to almost sell out! The foosball table was as popular 
amongst all crowd types, as customary as it comes at Ski Club; tops lifting and pants dropping as 
newbies came along and challenged the regulars.  It’s always fun the see the events unfold around 
this table! 

Throughout the night people were entering into our annual raffle for pre-season prizes, plus the ex-
travagant extras.  We would like to thank all of our sponsors for making these draws possible! Catch 
a few of their adverts throughout the magazine. To Van, we hope you enjoy the shredding even more 
now that your entire season is paid for! Kim Ansley, the flight with Hoff was a lucky draw and will be 
an incredible experience. To the rest of our main and spot prize winners, we hope it was all worth 
it – including those shirts Mike and Rob! 

Overall, après-ski was a winner this year, and we only hope to make it bigger and better next year 
(pun may indeed be intended). We would just like to take this opportunity to say that none of these 
events would be possible without the continued dedication and support of our fervent members. It 
takes a lot of time, money and effort to build what we have over the years. It are the fundraising 
events like these that show how much enthusiasm is devoted to Club Maluti; and it’s the clubs mem-
bers like you that make our home and away from home possible.





The last few years we have seen a rejuvenated member base coming up to the mountains and the 
investment that they’ve put into the club is beginning to show it’s true worth.

This story really begins with the first images of yoga weekends up in the mountains and the his-
toric decision of the members to set the wheels in motion for the lounge addition to the A-frame to 
become a reality. A student and Jedi master set to work on realising the collective dream of lycra 
leggings on comfortable couches. Buy-in from the members and committee made easy work of the 
planning and logistics, enabling the project to be accelerated through a 7 and a 1/2 weekend build. 
2017 marked the 2nd year of the Mountain Bike and Yoga weekends, which signalled a rise in 
summer activities at the club and subsequently a rise in supplies and maintenance requirements. 

After a break from any intense construction, the members have geared their efforts towards build-
ing the club in their image, and in so doing, the upgrade of the existing club facilities. Beginning, 
of course, with the bare white shells of the wash rooms. The work parties of 2015 and the first half 
of 2016 were spent stripping the walls of all loose debris, and sanding them down to their naked 
truths. The second half of 2016 was the time to put the primer to the test, and over the course of 3 
work parties the bathrooms were primed through some troublesome patches of weather. But the 
effort has paid off and the primer laid a solid base for the real fun to begin.

The first wash room to get a new slice of colour from the Brassells was the Bathroom of New Be-
ginnings; a historic turnaround on a bathroom with a sinister past. The remaining bathrooms have 
one by one come together, with the finishing touches being applied this year. Over two years of 
elbow grease and back ache has seen the collective creative efforts of the members give fresh life 
to the wash rooms, and brought a new dynamic to what is a vital backbone to our club.

Panoramic taken May 2017 at work Party 3. We are ready for winter!

Article: Calvin Rogers (Maintenance Officer) Photo credit: Kuba Granicki and Nadine Cronk (Panoramic)



The installation of the lighting and the sound in the A-frame has slowly but surely been upgraded 
over the last few years, but it is not until this winter that we will get the pleasure to experience a 
dedicated juke box, which, when combo’d with the canopy of disco balls, is set to bring the party 
back to the club after a day of shredding up the slopes.

Getting a face lift is one thing, but keeping the party going requires an energy supply that has 
grown along with the new additions and upgrades; enter Peter Brookstein. Some say he  pro-
grammed the camera from the moonwalk, others say he coded the pyramids. Either way he’s just 
what the club ordered. From concept to reality Peter has taken the club “off-grid”. No more noisy 
generator to ruin the mountain vibes, as the new solar system allows the club to run for around 5/6 
hours on a silent battery bank system. The benefits don’t stop there though, with Ma Skok and Ntja 
no longer running the generator for lights and TV. Instead they rely on the sun to determine their 
schedule, as the rays of the day determine the amount of TV time with up to 5 hours of usage per 
day. The system is designed to be extendable and the objective is to completely remove the need 
for the generator from weekend usage, so as to be relied upon solely for work parties and pump-
ing water.

Through the mysterious life of Sven Zillmann, a vintage anthracite heater was discovered. Upon 
purchase (for what can only be described as an absolute steal) the heater was rescued from the 
dark shadows and refurbished to its full glory in its new position as centre piece in the A-frame. 
The old A-frame heater was then hauled back to the City of Gold for a refurb and returned back to 
the mountains in place of the B-frame heater; which is now in need of a travel companion to make 
its way to Jozi and back, before its final resting place within the Park Home (where an overhaul of 
the interior is planned in the coming future). Not only were the heaters refurbished, but both chim-
neys were entirely replaced, notably helped through past lessons learnt and a dedicated crew of 
members obsessed with our slice of paradise. 

Look out for the  Tree Planting and Time Capsule 
Burial weekend in September this year, and be a part 
of a significant year in the club’s history.




